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Abstract. The growth of social media has revolutionized the way people
access information. Although platforms like Facebook and Twitter allow
for a quicker, wider and less restricted access to information, they also
consist of a breeding ground for the dissemination of fake news. Most
of the existing literature on fake news detection on social media pro-
poses user-based or content-based approaches. However, recent research
revealed that real and fake news also propagate significantly differently
on Twitter. Nonetheless, only a few articles so far have explored the use
of propagation features in their detection. Additionally, most of them
have based their analysis on a narrow tweet retrieval methodology that
only considers tweets to be propagating a news piece if they explicitly
contain an URL link to an online news article. By basing our analysis on
a broader tweet retrieval methodology that also allows tweets without
an URL link to be considered as propagating a news piece, we contribute
to fill this research gap and further confirm the potential of using propa-
gation features to detect fake news on Twitter. We firstly show that real
news are significantly bigger in size, are spread by users with more follow-
ers and less followings, and are actively spread on Twitter for a longer
period of time than fake news. Secondly, we achieve an 87% accuracy
using a Random Forest Classifier solely trained on propagation features.
Lastly, we design a Geometric Deep Learning approach to the problem by
building a graph neural network that directly learns on the propagation
graphs and achieve an accuracy of 73.3%.

Keywords: Fake news · Twitter · Propagation

1 Introduction

The way people access information and news has radically shifted since the rise
of social networks. From being platforms centered around creating and maintain-
ing better social connections, applications such as Facebook and Twitter have
become news providers for many of their users [3]. Twitter, with its 326 million
monthly active users, has become more than just a social platform but has re-
invented how citizens interact with each other and access information about the
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world [11,19]. As those platforms constitute a place where any opinion can be
expressed and shared, they are also highly exposed to the dissemination of fake
information. While traditional media sources such as newspapers and the tele-
vision have a one-to-many structure, information on social media is shared on
a many-to-many fashion hence making the monitoring of the information being
diffused a much more complicated task.

The term fake news has been the subject of much controversy in the past
years. Many definitions exist but none is universally accepted. It often encom-
passes notions such as manipulation, disinformation (information purposefully
misleading), misinformation (information that is verifiably fake) and rumors [14].
In order to remain consistent throughout this article, the terms fake news, fake
information and fake fact will be used interchangeably and their definitions will
be restricted to claims that are verifiably false. Similarly, real news, real infor-
mation and real fact will refer to claims that are verifiably true.

Fake news are referred to by many institutions and governments as one of the
most dangerous threats to our current society [12], for example because of their
influence on elections’ results [6,9,10,15,16,23]. As the power and dangers of fake
news are increasingly acknowledged, many groups are taking actions against
their diffusion, but a systematic way to detect them on social media is still
lacking. Most approaches to fake news detection make use of user and content-
based features. However, a recent study showed that fake and real news have
significantly different propagation patterns [28]. This suggests that propagation
features could be successfully used as a basis for classification. Additionally,
compared to content-based features, propagation characteristics present the key
advantage of being language independent. However, only a few studies so far
have leveraged these features for the fake news detection task. Additionally,
they have only done so on URL-restricted data sets, defined throughout this
research as data sets created by a tweet retrieval methodology where a tweet
is only considered to be propagating a news piece if it explicitly contains an
URL link to an online news article. In contrast, we define a non-URL-restricted
data set as one created by a tweet retrieval methodology that also allows tweets
without an URL link to be considered as propagating a news piece.

Building on the apparent potential of propagation features to detect fake
news on Twitter, and considering the narrow definition of news used in most of
the research so far, this paper contributes to filling this research gap by answering
the following research question: given a news graph G, defined here as a set of
tweets and retweets that have been associated to a specific news item using a non
URL-restricted retrieval methodology, how significant are propagation features
at classifying G as a real or a fake piece of information?

This paper answers this question in 2 ways. On one hand, it does so by
further investigating the significant differences in the propagation of real and fake
information on a non URL-restricted Twitter data set. On the other, it evaluates
the performance of 2 different types of classifiers that solely leverage propagation
information: a Random Forest Classifier trained on manually extracted features
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from the propagation graphs, and a Geometric Deep Learning approach directly
applied on the full graphs representation. Our code is available via GitHub1

2 Related Work

Approaches to fake news detection typically make use of 3 types of information:
user-based, news-based and propagation-based [26].

First, user-based approaches have shown promising classification results.
Indeed, features extracted from user profiles such as their amount of follow-
ers and followings, their time since creation as well as their activity rate have
shown to differ between real and fake information [2,22]. Additionally, user-based
approaches to fake news detection have been further supported by the evidence
that fake accounts play a great role in the dissemination of fake information on
social media [6,20,23,24]. Hence, detecting fake accounts on social media is a
valuable proxy for attempting to detect fake news [4].

Second, some approaches discriminate real and fake information on social
media based on the content of the message being spread. This entails the topic
being discussed in the post but also the type of words used, the sentiment por-
trayed and the ‘non-linguistic’ information such as the number of question marks
or exclamation points employed. [2] for example showed that tweets displaying a
stronger sentiment, containing many question marks or smiling emoticons were
more likely to be related to non-credible news.

Third, propagation-based approaches classify real and fake information based
on their respective diffusion patterns on social media. They are built on a the-
oretical framework of news diffusion on social media to which a considerable
amount of research has been dedicated [21,27,30,31]. Propagation models gen-
erally represent tweets (or users) as nodes of a graph and social connections
(follower, following) or influence paths (retweet, mention, comments, etc.) as
edges. Throughout this article, those graphs will interchangeably be referred to
as propagation graphs, propagation models, propagation structures or propaga-
tion networks. While user-based and content-based approaches have been the
main focus in the existing literature, considerably less research has been dedi-
cated to applying propagation features to the fake news detection task. However,
some articles have successfully proved that fake and real news present signifi-
cantly different propagation patterns on Twitter. [28] discovered that real news
take about 6 times as long as fake news to reach 1500 users, consistently reach
less users in total and were less retweeted. Additionally, [13] proved that fake
news have a more fluctuated temporal diffusion. Then, a few attempts to make
use of propagation features to detect fake news on Twitter have been developed.
[2] combined different types of features (message-based, user-based, topic-based
and propagation-based) and demonstrated that network features such as the
number of tweets in the graph and the average node degree played a key role in
their classifier’s performance. Furthermore, [13] showed that the temporal fea-
tures extracted from the propagation graphs allowed their classifier to achieve
1 https://github.com/MarionMeyers/fake news detection propagation.

https://github.com/MarionMeyers/fake_news_detection_propagation
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better results than the baseline performance. Together, those articles suggest
that propagation structures seem like promising features for classifying real and
fake information on Twitter.

However, a more novel approach to graph classification that aims to opti-
mize the use of propagation features has recently been applied to the problem.
[5] makes use of the recent advances in Geometric Deep Learning to classify news
directly on their Twitter propagation graphs and achieves state-of-the-art classi-
fication results (92.7% AUC ROC). The field of ’Geometric Deep Learning’ refers
to methods that adapt deep learning approaches to higher dimensional data such
as graphs and manifolds. Indeed, most machine learning approaches only work
on Euclidian data, ie. 2-dimensional lists of features. When applied on graphs,
this means reducing and discarding parts of the information through the man-
ual choice of the 2D features to extract. Geometric Deep Learning approaches
counter this limitation by designing neural networks able to learn directly from
the 3D representation of the input: Graph Neural Networks. This entails the cre-
ation of layers able to cope with a varying input size since the training graphs
have a different number of nodes and edges: Graph Convolutional Layers [29].
The success of this approach once again supports the relevance of using propa-
gation features to classify real and fake news [17].

Lastly, both [28] and [5] gather news on Twitter by collecting URL links
relating to a news article from fact-checking websites such as Snopes.com or
Politifact.com2,3. Those websites collect news and score them on a veracity scale
based on extensive investigation by independent journalists. Next, they either
gather all tweets containing these URL links together with their corresponding
retweets [5], or gather all reply tweets containing those URL links together with
the original tweet and its associated retweets [28]. Both approaches lead to the
creation of a data set where each array of tweets relating to a certain news
item is labelled real or fake depending on the veracity of the article they are
sharing. As previously defined, their approaches both present a URL-restricted
tweet retrieval methodology.

3 Dataset

3.1 Dataset Collection

In our research we make use of the FakeNewsNet data set created in response to
a clear lack of existing fake news data sets [25]. Their approach to data collection
is to gather news articles from fact-checking organizations (Politifact and Gos-
sipcop) together with their truth label assigned by independent journalists. From
those labelled news articles, the headline is extracted and separated into a set of
keywords. Then, those keywords are concatenated into a query for the Twitter
API. For each news article, labelled real or fake, different kinds of information
are then accessed:

2 www.politifact.com.
3 www.snopes.com.

www.politifact.com
www.snopes.com
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– news content: the body of the article, images, publish date
– tweets: the list of tweets containing the article headline keywords
– retweets: the list of retweets of all tweets previously retrieved
– user information: the profile information (user id, creation date, 200 most

recent published tweets, list of followers and friends) of all users that have
posted a tweet or retweet related to the news article.

Not only does this data set provide us with the necessary information to
create the propagation graphs detailed in the following section, but it also uses
a non URL-restricted tweet retrieval methodology. Indeed, instead of collecting
tweets that explicitly contain the URL link to the news piece, it gathers all
tweets that contain the keywords associated with the article’s headline.

The data set downloaded contains 347 fake news graphs and 310 real ones
for a total of 518,684 tweets and 686,245 retweets.

Due to retrieval rate limitations imposed by Twitter, some parts of the data
set require a very long time to be collected and were hence not included in this
research. This includes both followers and followings information. Additionally,
this limitation also led us to restrict the data set only to the Politifact website.

3.2 Propagation Graphs Creation

The propagation graphs, derived from the set of tweets and retweets correspond-
ing to a labelled piece of information, are defined as follows:

– Let V be the set of nodes of the graph. A node can be of two types:
1. A tweet node: the node stores the tweet and its associated user. A tweet

belongs to a news graph if it contains the keywords extracted from the
headline of the news article.

2. A retweet node: the node stores the retweet and its associated user. All
retweets of a tweet node are present in the graph.

– Let E be the set of edges of the graph. Edges are drawn between a tweet
and its retweets. Edges contain a time weight that corresponds to the time
difference between the tweet and retweet publish times.

Then G = (V,E) is the news graph. G is then a composition of non-connected
sub-graphs where each sub-graph comprises a tweet and its associated retweets.
It is important to note that Twitter is designed in such a way that a retweet of
a retweet will point back to the original tweet. Hence, the depth of the graph is
never more than 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of a propagation graph

4 Our Approach

Our research consists of two main steps:

1. Manually extract features from the propagation graphs in order to further
investigate the possible significant differences between how real and fake infor-
mation propagate on Twitter.

2. Build 2 classifiers trained on the propagation graphs (1) a classifier trained
on the manually extracted features (2) a Geometric Deep Learning approach
trained on the propagation graphs themselves.

4.1 Manual Extraction of Propagation Features

Table 1 presents all features extracted from the propagation graphs. Once
extracted from all graphs, we perform a t-test statistical analysis on the means
of the features in the real news and fake news graphs with a 0.05 significant
level. Additionally, we perform an outlier analysis for several features in order
to gain a better understanding of our data. Lastly, we look more in depth at
the propagation of the tweets and retweets over time and analyze the temporal
characteristics of their spread.
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Table 1. Features Extracted From Each News Graph.

Scope Feature Description

User/Social

Context

Features

Avg number of

followers

For each user that has either posted a tweet or a retweet

in the graph, his amount of followers is retrieved. Those

counts are then averaged over all users involved in the

news graph

Avg number of

following

For each user that has either posted a tweet or a retweet

in the graph, his amount of following (friends) is

retrieved. Those counts are then averaged over all users

involved in the news graph

Network

Features

Retweet

Percentage

This is measured through the following equation:
number of retweets

number of tweets + number of retweets

Average Time
Diff

This measures the average time between a tweet and a
corresponding retweet. Since each edge of the graph has a
time weight on it, it is computed by making the average
of all the edge weights of the graph

Number of
tweets

Number of
retweets

Time first last
or News lifetime

This measure is obtained by computing the time
difference between the first and last recorded publish
dates of tweets (or retweets) in the graph

Average
favorite count

For each node, its number of favourites is retrieved. Those
counts are then averaged over all nodes in the graph

AvgRetCount For each tweet, its number of retweets is retrieved. Those
counts are then averaged over all tweets in the graph

UsersTouched
10 h

Starting from the first post recorded in the graph, all
posts that happened in the first 10 h of the diffusion are
retrieved. From those posts, the amount of unique users
involved in the spread is then calculated

PercPosts1hour This feature is calculated by the following equation:
number of tweets and retweets in the first hour
total number of tweets and retweets in the graph

4.2 Classification Approaches

Approach to the Classification on Manually Extracted Features. Our
approach to the creation and the analysis of a classifier trained on manually
extracted features from the graphs can be separated into 2 steps (1) Compare
and select the best type of classifier for the problem (2) Analyze the importance
of the different features in the classification.

Compare and Select the Best Type of Classifier
Different classifiers were trained using a 10-fold cross validation method. Namely,
the algorithms tried are: Random Forest, Decision Tree, Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Bayes Neural Network, Logistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbors,
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis and Support Vector Machine. As the data set
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is slightly unbalanced, it is important to evaluate if this significantly impacts the
classification performance. Hence, the performance of all classifiers is not only
recorded on the full data set but also on 5 different under-sampled balanced ver-
sions of the data set. Their results are then compared and the algorithm yielding
the highest accuracy will be chosen for further analysis.

Analyze the Importance of Different Features
To evaluate the importance given to each feature by the classifier, we record its
performance over all possible subsets of features. Given that there are 11 features
in total, the power set hence contains 2048 unique subsets (including the empty
set). For each set size, we then record which feature (or combination of features)
lead to the highest performance score. We do this for the best accuracy, best f1
score and best AUC ROC. This approach not only allows us to understand what
set size typically reaches the highest performance, but also which features play
key roles in the classification.

Fig. 2. GDL network architecture.

Geometric Deep Learning Approach. While most existing graph neural
networks have been developed for the node classification task, the problem tack-
led here is that of graph classification. However, [1] and [8] have adapted current
successes from the node to the graph classification task. They make use of the
graph convolutional layer described in [18] as this layer was shown to be appli-
cable to social networks and molecule graphs classification. In out research, this
layer is combined with a specific pooling layer developed in [8], the topk pooling
layer, that reduces the size of the graph at each iteration by choosing the top
k best nodes and dropping the remaining ones. The choice of nodes to drop or
keep is based on their inner features.

The neural network architecture used in this research is described more in
details in Fig. 2.

The data fed into the network has to be specifically structured for the task.
Indeed, not only are the graph connections themselves used for learning, but
relevant features can also be encoded in both the nodes and the edges. Hence,
nodes will be characterized by the following information:

– Number of followers of the user
– Number of friends (following) of the user
– Number of favorites of the tweet/retweet
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– Number of retweets of the tweet (0 if the node is a retweet)
– Node type (either a tweet or a retweet)

Edges are characterized by the time difference between the tweet and its associ-
ated retweet. It is to be noted that all features inserted in the nodes are features
that are also available to the classifier trained on manually extracted features in
order for the future performance comparison to be applicable. In order to build
our architecture, we have been using the recently released Pytorch Geometric
library that had already implemented the different layers we are utilizing [7].
The network is using a 10-fold cross validation method on a balanced version of
the data set (using under-sampling).

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Manually Extracted Propagation Features Analysis

After extracting the propagation features detailed in Table 1, their distribution
for both real and fake news are analyzed. Table 2 presents the means and stan-
dard deviations of all features as well as the results of the student t-tests per-
formed. When using a 0.05 significance level, the outcome of the analysis shows
that 8 out of the 11 features are significantly different. Furthermore, the boxplot
distributions of all 8 significant features are displayed in Appendix A.

By combining the t-test results with the significant features distribution pre-
sented in Appendix A, different conclusions can be drawn on the data set and
the differences in propagation between real and fake information on Twitter.

Real News Are ‘bigger’ Than Fake News. Real news have an average of
1212 tweets and 1796 retweets while fake news have on average 411 tweets and
372 retweets. From the statistical analysis displayed in Table 2, it is observed
that the means of both features are significantly different. By further analyzing

Table 2. Features Summary.

mean real mean fake std real std fake t pValue signif

followerAvg 34607.0280 8835.2657 73084.3660 14107.1257 6.1079 0.0000 Y

followingAvg 3386.4674 4535.2654 3998.6284 3201.5401 −4.0336 0.0001 Y

retweetPerc 0.4132 0.3730 0.2262 0.2214 2.2969 0.0219 Y

avgTimeDiff (in

seconds)

372966.1338 320420.5629 1956157.2011 1451788.9476 0.3872 0.6988 N

numTweets 1212.3710 411.6686 2824.1935 1600.1888 4.4005 0.0000 Y

numRetweets 1796.6161 372.6052 4927.2753 1969.8602 4.7600 0.0000 Y

avgFav .1861 1.3384 5.9917 4.5917 2.0175 0.0441 Y

avgRetCount 3.1288 3.1925 8.6245 15.7255 −0.0653 0.9480 N

news lifetime (in

seconds)

115662880.1871 27737159.8963 97964001.7070 45342932.5034 14.4778 0.0000 Y

usersTouched10hours 71.6710 57.7666 192.7123 150.3321 1.0225 0.3070 N

percPosts1hour 0.1528 0.0720 0.2521 0.1269 5.0940 0.0000 Y
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the 4 highest outliers in the number of tweets (2 real and 2 fake), a limitation to
the data collection protocol used in this research was discovered. Indeed, they all
have an extremely large number of tweets because the list of keywords used to
extract the relevant twitter information is very broad and leads to the retrieval
of many posts that do not correspond to the original news. For example, a query
that lead to the retrieval of 24,338 tweets is ‘One in Four – Congressman Joe
Pitts’. Initially referring to an article written by the Congressman Joe Pitts
on addiction rate in Pennsylvia, the broad query led to the retrieval of many
unrelated tweets such as “In Chinese universities, students sleep four to a dorm
room. I would not have survived it. One was difficult enough...”.

Real News Stay Longer ‘in the Loop’. The news lifetime was shown to
be significantly different for real and fake graphs (see Table 2). Real news stay
on average 4.16 times longer on Twitter than fake ones (1338 vs 321 days). By
looking at the boxplots in Appendix A, it is interesting to note that while the
lifetime of fake news presents a certain amount of outliers, the real news lifetime
is more spread but doesn’t show any outlier. A deeper look at the fake news
outliers proves once again that very broad queries lead to the retrieval of many
more tweets than intended. For example, the query ‘Sid Miller’, initially referring
to a fake image of the politician spread on Twitter in 2016, encompassed a tweet
dating from 2011 that used the same keywords, thereby yielding an abnormally
large lifetime for the fake news. We also note the possibility of recurrent fake
news that lead to an abnormally long lifetime. This is the case for a fake news
that emerged both in 2012 and 2017 involving Barack Obama’s face being printed
on one-dollar bills.

Two hypothesis can then be formulated to try to explain why real news show
a longer lifetime on Twitter. First, real news could present queries that are more
likely to be used at different points in time hence augmenting their probability
of showing a larger news lifetime average. In comparison, fake news would show
a more novel and rare set of keywords that are less likely to be re-used in other
news items. Second, the lifetime of fake news could be shorter due to the fact
that once they are proven to be misleading, their spread is more likely to be
halted.

Users Spreading Real News Tend to Have More Followers but to Fol-
low Less Accounts. On average, users involved in the propagation of real
information have 34,607 followers while fake news propagators only have 4,535.
The statistical results in Table 2 confirm that those means are significantly dif-
ferent. A quick look at the real news outliers in follower counts shows that they
seem to be shared by trustworthy accounts such as the NY Times (43,254,008
followers) or the Huffington Post (11,477,200 followers). On the contrary, real
news propagators follow on average less accounts than fake news propagators do.
While accounts linked to spreading real news follow on average 3386.47 other
accounts, fake news propagators follow on average 4535.27 accounts. Once again,
this difference has been statistically proven to be significant.
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(a) 0-80,000 hours (b) 0-300 hours

Fig. 3. Average Percentage of Posts over Time

Temporal Spread Analysis. Figure 3 presents an average of the percentage
of tweets and retweets posted over time for fake and real news. Firstly, we see
on the first graph of Fig. 3 that fake news reach 100% of their posts earlier than
real news (30,000 vs 70,000 h). This corresponds to our previous finding that
the lifetime of real news is bigger than that of fake news.

Secondly, the shapes of the two curves are very different. The fake news curve
shows a strong increase in the its beginning before increasing in a more moderate
manner and remaining relatively stable from about 15,000 h on. The real news
curve also shows an steep increase at the beginning but quickly evolves into a
more moderate increase over time, to only reach its 100% at about 70,000 h. In
order to better visualize and compare the early increases of the two curves, the
second graph of Fig. 3 presents the same curves on a shorter amount of time.
We observe that although real news already reach 30% of their posts in the first
hour of spread, fake news quickly overtake and reach 70% of their posts after
300 h. By then, the real news have only reached 40% of their posts.

This analysis allows us to visually represent our previous finding that fake
news have a shorter lifetime than real news. Indeed, we see that while real news
have a slower increase over time and thereby a larger lifetime, fake news reach
the end of their spread faster, hence have a shorter lifetime. It is also important
to note that our previous finding about the news size are likely to have impacted
the results of this temporal analysis. Indeed, as real news are significantly bigger
in size, they are more likely to take a longer time to be spread.

5.2 Classification Results

Classifier on Manually Extracted Features
Compare And Select The Best Type Of Classifier Appendix B presents the scores
of all classifiers attempted. Firstly, we only observe a small difference in the
accuracy of the classifiers when applied on the full data sets or on the balanced
versions. Looking at the Random Forest Classifier, its accuracy on the balanced
data sets oscillates between 83.5% and 86.5%, and obtains an accuracy of 85% on
the full data set. We then conclude that the slightly unbalanced characteristic of
the data set does not have a concrete influence on the classification performance.
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The Random Forest Classifier ranked the highest in all scores and was hence
selected as classification algorithm for the rest of the analysis.

Fig. 4. Set of features reaching the highest accuracy per subset size

Analyze The Importance Of Different Features Firstly, we observe in Fig. 4 that
the random forest classifier reaches its highest accuracy on the full data set
when using a set of 8 features. While it reaches 85% accuracy using the 11
features, the performance goes up to 87% when using the following set of fea-
tures: followingAvg, followerAvg, avgFav, usersTouched10hours, news lifetime,
numTweets, retweetPercentage, numRetweets.

Secondly, Table 3 presents a summary of the number of occurrences of each
feature in all the best subsets presented in Fig. 4. We observe that the news life-
time is present in all of them, followed by the average number of followers present
in 10 out of 11 subsets. We also see in Fig. 4 that these two features combined
already accurately classify 81.44% of all graphs. This leads us to conclude that
they are both of major importance in the classification. Additionally, both the
following average and the average number of favourites seem to be important as
they are present in respectively 8 and 9 of all best subsets.

Thirdly, we note without surprise that the 3 features that were proven to
be non-significant (avgTimeDiff, usersTouched10hours andavgRetCount) don’t
contribute much to the classification performance.

Lastly, we observe that the number of tweets and retweets are only present in
4 of the best subsets. Although the features were both shown to be significant,
the median of both features were very similar between the real and fake sets of
graphs, which might explain why the random forest classifier did not give them
a strong importance.

5.3 Geometric Deep Learning

Before training the algorithm, the pre-processing step of normalizing the features
is performed. Then, the neural network is trained using a 10-fold cross valida-
tion method. A mini-batch size of 1 and a learning rate of 0.001 were found to
be yielding the best results. When trained for 400 epochs, the neural network
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Table 3. Number of occurrences of each feature in all best subsets

Number of Occurrences

newsLifetime 11

followerAvg 10

followingAvg 9

avgFav 8

retweetPerc 5

numTweets 4

numRetweets 4

avgRetCount 4

usersTouched10hours 4

percPosts1hour 3

avgTimeDiff 1

achieved the results displayed in Fig. 5. On average over the 10 folds, the accu-
racy recorded on the last epoch is 73.29%, with a standard deviation of 0.0746
which proves the robustness of the model.

Our Geometric Deep Learning approach has only been tried on one neu-
ral network architecture, which leads us to conclude that a gdl-based detection
of fake news seems like a promising approach given the satisfactory results pre-
sented above. However, a systematic comparison of gdl models is needed in order
optimize the model for this specific task instead of utilizing a model proven to
be successful in other classification tasks.

mean standard dev
accuracy 0.7329 0.0746
precision 0.6846 0.1102
recall 0.8755 0.1081
f1 score 0.7606 0.0821

Fig. 5. Geometric Deep Learning approach scores over 400 epochs

6 Discussion

The experiments performed in this paper led us to gain insights on how fake and
real news propagate on Twitter. It is then interesting to compare our findings
with those achieved by previous research. Firstly, [28] has found that fake news
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propagate wider, faster and deeper than real news. More specifically, they dis-
covered that real news take about 6 times as long as fake news to reach 1500
users, consistently reach less users in total and were less retweeted. However,
our conclusions somehow contradict their findings since we have observed that
real news present more tweets and retweets. However, both the average retweet
count and the users touched in the first 10 h feature are not significant in our
results hence preventing us from fully arguing against their finding. It is however
important to note that while our results have been discovered on an entire news
graphs composed of non-connected sub-graphs, their conclusions are drawn from
individual retweet cascades. This methodological contrast might contribute to
the evident disaccord between our results. Secondly, both [2] and [28] support
our finding that real news are spread by users with more followers than those
spreading fake information. However, our results about the number of followings
is opposite to theirs. While both their analysis show that real news propagators
follow more people, our research shows that fake news propagators actually have
more followings. Lastly, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work seems to
make use of ‘lifetime’ as classification feature thereby preventing us from making
any comparison.

The last section of the experiments entailed the application and evaluation of
a Geometric Deep Learning approach to the problem, which achieved an accu-
racy of 73.3%. The only other application of Geometric Deep Learning to fake
news detection had achieved an AUC ROC of 92.7% on their URL-wise classifi-
cation but their network had the advantage of containing social connections and
influence paths [5].

Before summarizing the final conclusions of our research paper, it is neces-
sary to underline its major limitations. First of all, although using a non URL-
restricted news definition distinguishes our research from most of the existing
literature on fake news classification, it brings up the issue of using a definition
that is very broad. As explained in Sect. 5, using the keywords from the articles
headlines leads in some cases to the retrieval of many tweets that are unrelated
to the original news piece. This also causes some graphs to cover periods of time
that seem unrealistic. This limitation is hard to circumvent when dealing with
fake news detection research. One the one hand, our choice of data is restricted
by the very limited availability of Twitter labelled news data sets. On the other
hand, none of these data sets agree on a precise methodology to retrieve tweets
that correspond to a news piece. Although the majority has been following the
URL-restricted approach defined earlier, this methodology also has major limita-
tions. Second of all, all news analysed come from a single source of information,
Politifact, that mainly includes American political news. This hence prevents us
from generalizing our findings to other news topics.

7 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the potential of using propagation features to discrim-
inate real from fake news on Twitter by analyzing a non URL-restricted data
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set. More specifically, it firstly discovers the following significant differences in
the propagation of the real and fake news: real news graphs are bigger in size,
are spread by users with more followers and less followings, and stay longer on
Twitter than fake news. Secondly, it achieves a 87% detection accuracy using a
Random Forest Classifier solely trained on propagation features, hence further
confirming the latter assumption. Lastly, by developing a graph neural network
trained directly on the 3D representation of the propagation graphs, it achieves
an accuracy of 73.3%. Overall, the significant differences discovered as well as
the good performances achieved by the 2 algorithms trained on propagation
information lead us to conclude that propagation features are a relevant and
important asset to the fake news detection task on Twitter.

Further research should firstly be dedicated to the evaluation of our classifica-
tion approaches on the early detection of fake news instead of at the end of their
diffusion. Secondly, further efforts should go into refining our data set in order
to counter the negative impact of our broad definition of news on the reliability
of our results. In order to do that, a time limit on the retrieval of the tweets
could be set, or the analysis could be performed on the tweet cascades (the set
of one tweet and its corresponding retweets) instead of on the entire news graph.
Thirdly, it would be interesting to apply our approach to other news topics than
political news in order to evaluate if the same conclusions on the propagation
patterns can be drawn. Lastly, the GDL experiments were only performed on one
type of convolutional and pooling layers, while many more have been shown to
be successful in various applications. Further research should hence be dedicated
to trying different versions of this neural network and hopefully improve the clas-
sification performance by finding the optimal combination of convolutional and
pooling layers.

Appendix

Appendix A: Significant Features Distribution

Fig. 6. Number of Tweets Distribution.
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Fig. 7. Number of Retweets Distribution.

Fig. 8. News Lifetime (time first last) Distribution.

Fig. 9. Average Number of Followers Distribution.

Fig. 10. Average Number of Followings Distribution.
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Fig. 11. Number of Users Touched Within the First 10 h Distribution.

Fig. 12. Percentage of Posts In The First Hour Distribution.

Appendix B: Classifiers Scores Comparison

Fig. 13. Classifier Scores: under-sampled balanced data set 1
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Fig. 14. Classifier Scores: under-sampled balanced data set 2

Fig. 15. Classifier Scores: under-sampled balanced data set 3

Fig. 16. Classifier Scores: under-sampled balanced data set 4

Fig. 17. Classifier Scores: under-sampled balanced data set 5
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Fig. 18. Classifier Scores: full data set

Appendix C: Feature Importance Analysis

Fig. 19. Best Subsets Analysis Full Data Set
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